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In the midst of battle, a unique action for peace in Ukraine with “The 12 Roads to Peace. » 

Led by “Biosphere-for-Tomorrow” - (Bio-D.org) and DakTTari, 

Peace defies war by crossing the front line at Doniesk. 

Weapons we don't have, weapons we don't want, 

We no longer want weapons, even with world war on our doorstep. 

The “Ceasefire” should gradually advance from west to east 

as we cross the border with the “Peace Van ” carrying it in its wake 

“The Annunciation of the Peace Pact” in Mariupol on April 8, 2024! 

It's time to take up the torch from John Fitzgerald Kennedy who fell in Dallas (Usa) on November 22, 

1963. 

He castigated "These people who think they are generals or admirals, who are ready to send other 

people's sons to war and who have constantly voted against the instruments of peace. They should 

be sent home by the voters and replaced by women and men who understand the 21st century." 

Obviously the dominant political-media conglomerate and the Western military-financial caste still 

don’t understand in 2024  what our millennium should be 

Yes! Let's raise JFK's torch high in the sky! 

----------- 

“Bio-D” continues in this spirit the creation of its “12 Routes of Peace”. They will cross the planet from 

one side to the other. The initial stage of the first route left Lisbon on April 5, 2023, stopping at  

Avignon, Nuremberg, L’Viv, kyiv, and Pokrovsk in DONBASS. Other stops are scheduled for the coming 

days: Doniesk and especially Mariupol. A little later, Moscow, Vladivostok, San Francisco, Los Angeles, 

St Louis, Arlington to honor the Kennedys and then Washington. 

In France, Avignon was promoted, “symbolic French capital… of Peace” during the first stage, for 

“Biosphere for Tomorrow” and those who want to become DakTTari (Daktari = doctor in Swahili) of 

the biosphere.” “Biosphere for Tomorrow” has contributed since 1989 to the emergence of a 

civilization of Peace and shared progress for all peoples. 

The second relay reached western Ukraine in September. 

The third stage left from the banks of the Rhône in December 2023. 

In Germany it did a long stopover in Nuremberg, pilot city for the events which will mark the progress 

of the 4th stage in a few days at NurembergMesse. 

Like Avignon on February 11, this city became the symbolic German capital of Peace, after Fatima for 

Portugal, L'Escorial for Spain and then Pokrovsk for Ukraine! 

Why Pokrovsk? Because it was here that “Bio-D” was stopped by the Ukrainian army on December 

25, 2023. 

The fighting was taking place not far from there. Now it is more intense than ever. 

So why throw yourself into this dangerous situation once more? 
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Why create Capitals of Peace? Our administrative capital, Paris, like many others, at the moment, is 

covering itself with a sky of darkness, which could let prophecy the worst. 

Being a doctor or gravedigger of the biosphere is now our only alternative. 

The “Biosphere-for-Tomorrow” Peace Plan (see attached document) is the only one that foresees the 

possibility that Ukraine will regain her pre-war borders, if she meets the necessary prerequisites. 

With the original clauses planned, the “Bio-D” fraternization plan will undoubtedly be approved by 

the population, Russian-speaking or not, of Donbass, by more than 2/3. The Russian government will 

find numerous advantages in supporting it. The electorate should be reconstituted as much as 

possible as it was before the conflict. 

This agreement could be implemented within a period of three to nine years. The request for 

authorization submitted to the Ukrainian authorities to go beyond Pokrovsk should be granted, 

knowing that I accept full responsibility for the consequences of events which could mark my route. 

Some seem to be determined to govern through chaos, so the risk of a Third Nuclear World War is 

now greater than ever. The “Bio-D” approach,which is indeed very risky, but for a single person, now 

becomes realistic. Just consider the benefits that could be gained by putting gravediggers on the 

sidelines and humanity on a brighter path. This would be all the more relevant if the spiritual world 

decided to lend a saving hand to those who propose credible peaceful options. They could put a stop 

to the madness of those who grant themselves unlimited criminal freedoms with consequences that 

could be irreversible. 

On the battlefield, some of the most extremist fighters do not even realize that they are the toy of the 

military-financial powers who want to rule the world through a total dictatorship. They will never give 

them respite or any victory. They serve and must serve as cannon fodder regardless of their age and 

skills. 

  “Get out of this evil trap!”, one would advise them! If their wish is to erase the memory of past 

defeats, like Stalingrad, there is another way, much more effective than war. They should try 

fraternity! They could go to the ends of the earth and even as far as Vladivostok for example, they 

would be acclaimed! How to convince them? 

They just need to listen to the words from Dwight Eisenhower when leaving office as US President 

and those of John F Kennedy very shortly before being assassinated. 

This was after having decided to limit the diffusion of nuclear weapons and giving back to the US 

state the power to create its currency again. 

 These two facts are very instructive for understanding the perverse and criminal finance which is at 

the origin of almost all wars. Many years ago, the death toll already numbered more than 200 million. 

Imagine the number of injured, families destroyed, immeasurable pain and the cost in destruction 

and collateral victims. 

If that is not enough, Anthony Sutton's book trilogy on the financing of dictatorships is quite 

instructive. Whether they are political like the two worst ones of the 20th century, or preys of the 

financial cancer which destroys countries, those claiming to be democracy and often even those of 

more authoritarian style! His credentials are indisputable, as are those of Major General Smedley D. 

Butler's book. This soldier, who was the most decorated in the United States, whose title “War is a 

racket” is in itself a definition of conflicts, admitting of no exception. 
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Destructions even more devastating than those of the great wars of the 20th century are being 

prepared by the filthy dictatorships of the “New World Order” - which should rather be named 

“World Disorder” – “D-Mon” as its projects and practices are so evil for the people. 

Already, day after day, step after step, the “D-Mon” deprives us of our dignity and even of the 

essential: freedom. It is encouraged by many official structures. The people concerned do not really 

suspect the consequences for their future of the manoeuvres that have been underway for so long. 

However, its promoters are no longer even hiding their satanic inspiration. They crush those who 

allow themselves to be stunned by promises of power and domination while actually, they are cruelly 

and systematically subjecting them to endless destruction. 

Its priority is to ensure for years their ordeal and the devastation that accompanies it. 

 The French and German people must not allow themselves to be drawn into this devastating trap 

once again. AVIGNON and NUREMBERG, twin capitals of Peace, why? 

The history of the first could designate it to replace a second time the spiritual Rome which seems to 

be heading towards its destruction. The second, for its part, would do well to forget certain aspects of 

its history which left a dark mark on the 20th century. 

What could be more judicious than entering the Third Millennium by being the first of the big cities to 

embrace a future of Peace? Choosing between a devastating rain of lightning or a swarm of gentle, 

benevolent light for us, Ukraine and the entire planet. This is the destiny that seems to be emerging 

for Nuremberg and Europe. Today, it is up to the Germans to choose whether they want, together 

with  French people, to give priority to the peaceful option available to them. 

“If everything is planned, nothing is written” 

The true freedom of humans who choose the way to a sky of Peace, light, fraternity and truth now 

finds itself, as we have seen, confronted with a single major risk : the apocalypse. » 

The road that attracts everyone concerned about harmony between peoples and the fate of future 

generations is the same one that inevitably takes us towards Mariupol.  

We will no longer be deceived : the powerful and protective wings of Our Lady of Accomplishment, 

the luminous star, will elevate the dignity of the nations that make this choice, guarantee their 

essential prerogatives and those of their populations. 

The challenge to be overcome by our generation is the greatest in the history of mankind because of 

the devastating powers present. Obviously, it is the future and the survival of our planet that is at 

stake. We therefore really need Peace to challenge War, so as to create a promising future for all. 

Political-media system and military-financial caste, to repair the disasters you caused, leave it to us! 

In the wake of their rediscovered brotherhood, the “Bio-D” Peace plan hopes to join the Russian and 

Ukrainian peoples in the same spirit, as it is detailed at the end of the document. 

Its essential goals are: 

1- To make Ukraine the leading center of peace on the planet. She will thus become the beacon 

nation that will inspire all peoples to participate in the establishment of immutable Peace and 

progress for all, in less than a decade. With the agreement of the people - more than 2/3 of the 

voters participating in a referendum - an irresistible momentum will be generated. It will then be easy 
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to put in place a real shared security program ensuring continuous and progressive disarmament, 

encouraging non-violence and the transformation of the industries of death into  industries of life. 

2- To make Mariupol the World Capital of Peace. She will be rebuilt jointly by Russians and 

Ukrainians. She will be open to everyone, whether from a human, economic, cultural or spiritual 

point of view. 

3-  To unify their efforts to repair the devastation caused by the iniquitous war planned by “World 

Disorder”. 

4- To incapacitate and disarm the “D-Mon” by encouraging other nations on the planet to follow their 

example, working to create a world of Immutable Peace. 

The objective is to reach Mariupol to seal the brotherhood between the Ukrainian and Russian 

people. These are the spiritual roots and the deepest values carried by Our Lady of Accomplishment 

for 2000 years; they will support this action, symbolized by the white banner which will fly on the 

“Peace Van”, and the cross, similar to that of La Salette, which will serve as a guide to cross the front 

line in Doniesk.. 

The plan is to expand the ceasefire zone in step with the advance of the “Peace Van” from the 

western border to Mariupol. Beyond proposing its Peace plan, the desire of “Bio D” is to participate in 

the rapid cessation of the fighting. 

We want to offer the belligerents an opportunity to end this conflict with dignity, while each retaining 

their honor and that of their dead, and to lay the foundations for a future definitive reconciliation.   

This war is the result of a Machiavellian calculation. The “merchant order” has long been preparing 

for the advent of its “hyper-empire”. It is pushing humanity to the brink of the nuclear abyss. The 

henchmen of the Third World War are  there, rushing like never before to turn the planet ablaze. We  

need another policy, and other principles and values of life. 

 For “Bio-D”, it is indeed a “sixth era” which will begin in 2024 in Ukraine and on our planet. What we 

need is a real overhaul. It must be undertaken with zeal. It is urgent to take action. 

The solutions of Peace and Progress brought together, open to improvement by all, will be our 

answers to all  the economic, environmental, cultural and spiritual questions of our time. 

Everyone will thus save their honor, pay respect to all the victims and move forward towards a 

peaceful future. This pact will lay the foundations of an era marked by reconciliation establishing the 

policy of resolving conflicts between States, economic as well as political, through negotiation. 

The presence of essential material as well as spiritual supports will give a strength to this action so as 

to quickly establish an immutable Peace. 

The presence of essential material as well as spiritual supports will give a strength to this action so as 

to quickly establish an immutable Peace. 

Enough missiles, finally a life missive with a mission! 

This is our leading motto: “Peace challenges war on its own ground”.  

We are moving forward! Political leaders. Support us! Otherwise, let the people act, yes, let us act! 

Should we pick up the torch that fell from the hands of John Fitzgerald Kennedy in Dallas on 

November 22, 1963 and take up the challenge of our generation?  
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That is to say, that of building a new society of peace and progress for all people, far from the dictates 

of certain transnational companies and their financiers. With 33 years of public activity all kinds of 

personalities from the political-media world contacted by press agencies most often, have had the 

opportunity one, very, very, but really a very large number of times, to stand up and say “ Yes ! I share 

". Not a single one responded to me or even criticized me in a way that could have been constructive. 

Yet JFK could not have been clearer in responding to Senator Capehart, who had demanded that the 

United States invade Cuba. 

 Already at the time, the problem had been caused partly by the West which had sent long-range 

missiles to Turkey. Khrushchev and Kennedy had managed to come to an agreement to defuse the 

situation. Any resemblance to existing people or situations is uncanny. Any diplomat with a modicum 

of historical knowledge knew that Russia's encirclement by nuclear missile bases would eventually 

pose a serious problem. We have it. We now know that our Western leaders like Merkel or Hollande 

misled their voters, and the other negotiators around the table. They admitted it. They had no 

intention of respecting the Minsk agreements at all. And now they insist on sending Ukrainians and 

even their own citizens to be slaughtered. We understand better why certain officials removed the 

crime of high treason from the sanctions panel of the French justice system. Let's wager that their 

own children will not go to the front as cannon fodder.  

“The growing unpopularity of wars in the American public has failed to force political power in 

Washington to question its propensity to wage war. On the contrary, a report on “Top Secret 

America” recently published in the Washington Post reveals that the US war machine is out of 

control, continuing its steady course towards expansionism and the privatization of profits, 

phenomenon that neither Congress nor the American people have the power to contain, much less 

reduce.” 

“The United States, as the world knows, will never start a war. We don't want war. We do not expect 

a war now. » said JF Kennedy a few months before being eliminated. Since his disappearance, it is 

really the opposite policy which has taken power, after having taken the decision to limit the diffusion 

of nuclear weapons in the world. Very shortly before, he had given the US government the possibility 

of independently managing its currency, as provided for in the constitution. 

“I continue to believe that one day the American people will contain the warlike ambitions of their 

government, as was the case with Vietnam. But for this, the American people need support from 

elsewhere, in particular from Europe, whose countries are most involved in the US domination 

project. France has already broken with US plans in the past: I expect France to return to this type of 

leadership. » 

The current French President, like most of his predecessors since General de Gaulle, is also taking the 

opposite path. Or rather, he is taking the French people in the opposite direction. The fact that he has 

the exorbitant power to press the red button to unleash nuclear power is preoccupying. Also, 

surreptitiously, the political world can make war inevitable by systematically missing all opportunities 

to make peace. 

We must therefore no longer count on him, today March 25, 2024 to take up the torch from John 

Fitzgerald Kennedy who fell in Dallas on November 22, 1962. This was my state of mind on April 5, 

2023 when I began the first of “12 Routes of Peace” by Lisbon, Vladivostok and Washington. I always 

hoped at the time that politicians or the mediapeople would take up the torch before the situation 

deteriorated, as it has. The nuclear apocalypse is truly upon us. I have to admit that I didn't have 

much hope. Indeed, despite countless initiatives I have had the opportunity since 1989 to realize that 
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plans promoting peace, freedom and progress shared by all peoples had not found a single attentive 

ear among of the political-media world. A president of a very large southern country recently judged 

most of the world political leaders he met along his way in the same way. 

After the first stages which took me on two occasions to Germany and Ukraine, the program for the 

4th stage is : Avignon on February 11, 2024, the banks of the Rhône on March 25, Nuremberg on 

April 1 and 2, Poland on the 3rd, Ukraine on the 4th, Pokrovsk on the 5th, Donetsk on the 6th and 

Mariupol on 7 and 8 for "the Annunciation of Peace" if all the stars are aligned as I think." 

It is clear that my progress from west to east will continue regardless of the military situation. Ideally 

the belligerents will accept to establish the ceasefire, as the Van of peace progresses on its way to 

Mariupol. 

In the face of the “great fiasco” that “the great ones of this western world” are preparing for us, let us see the 

main provisions of the “Biosphere for Tomorrow” Peace Plan summarized by DakTTari , the “Little guy from 

nowhere at all”, in the service of everything for all. 

1- Make Ukraine the first center on the planet dedicated to non-violence, disarmament and the 

transformation of industries of death into industries of life. Kiew will become the world capital of the 

new fraternity. 

2-  The 4th stage of the First Peace Route. As soon as the border is crossed on Friday the 29th, the 

ceasefire should normally follow the progress of the “Van of Peace”. On the 30th, L'Viv, on the 31st the 

surroundings of Kiew, on April 1st Easter Monday, Pokrovsk "symbolic capital of Ukrainian peace", the 

following weekend from 5th to 8th Mariupol to present to the military representative of the Russian 

government. All the necessary documents were sent on March 28 to the diplomatic representation of 

Ukraine as well as that of Russia in Paris. Make Mariupol the world capital of Peace by giving 

management of the reconstruction of the city to all Ukrainian and Russian mothers from this region. 

These mothers know that most  of the reasons that led to the killing of their children do not concern 

Ukraine or Russia. This war, like all the others, is orchestrated by globalized finance, manipulating 

conflicts between economic or political powers. They want to monopolize military and industrial 

funding, diverse and varied wealth and a maximum of powers to the detriment of the people obviously 

who only want respect for their fundamental rights. 

3-  Modification by Russia of the Crimean bridge, by installing a pivoting part as soon as the 

demilitarization of the country on both sides of the front has made significant progress. Thus, large 

“Panamax” type cargo ships will be able to access the Sea of Azov and therefore Mariupol and 

Berdiansk. The transfer of cereals to the countries of the South could start again without delay. 

4-  Triple consultation. Propose a referendum every three years for nine years so that the citizens of 

Eastern Ukraine can choose their political destiny. Once pacification of the Ukrainian territory is 

complete and the “Immovable Peace” is established, the confidence of more than 2/3 of the Russian-

speaking populations and  Russian people in the government of Kiev returns, the unity of Ukraine such 

as it was before 2022 should therefore be reached before 2030. The different routes of brotherhood 

between the cities of Ukraine, Transnistria, Don-bass, Crimea and Russia would, of course, be 

maintained. 

5- Offer the inhabitants of Crimea (who had voted in a proportion well above 2/3 their attachment to 

Russia) to participate in the pacification of the region by evacuating land war material from their soil. 

This option would be coordinated according to the progress made in this area in Ukraine and in other 

European countries bordering Russia. Then, when the “Immovable Peace” is institutionalized globally, 

it will be the same for maritime armaments which will be transformed into means of intervention for 

the protection of the biosphere. 

6- Concerning the problem of energy and mining products supplied by the eastern regions of Ukraine. 

Pending the final settlement of the territorial problem between Kiev and the eastern regions, it will be 

useful to establish an agreement concerning their sharing in a proportion which could be 50/50. This 
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agreement could evolve according to new production capacities and would be valid in any case for a 

minimum period of 20 years. 

7- To enable Ukraine to recover more quickly, Russia will offer to supply Ukraine with gas for a period of 3 

years, renewable at a ”brotherly” rate. 

8- Blood money. This war originated in the behavior of global financial powers and the failure to respect 

political commitments. All properties acquired after the start of the conflict in 2014 must be returned 

to Ukrainian families from both the east and the west who were victims of the war. 

9- Any company deciding to become an entity of peace and planned transformation from the industry of 

death to the industry of life should be removed from potential targets for nuclear or non-nuclear 

weapons. This would also concern any city or village which decides to exclude in the long term as well 

as immediately any activity having a connection with the war. 

10- Concerning individuals, here too the Ladybug Strategy would be effective in countering the 

warmongering temptations of political leaders. The more points there are on our maps, the more the 

risks of war will be remote and armed conflicts less credible. 

 

 *1 Document : Projet de la Rand Corporation. https://www.ledialogue.fr/885/Jacques-Baud 

*2 The six periods according to “Bio-D”: Antiquity from -3000 to 476 AD. Middle Ages from 476 to 1492. Modern era from 

1492 to 1789. Contemporary era from 1789 to 1970. Digital era from 1970 to 2023. Age of achievements from 2024. 

*3 “Peace is the only battle worth fighting. It is no longer a prayer, but an order that must go from people to governments, the 

order to choose definitively between hell and reason.” (Albert Camus). 

The writer launched a call for a civil truce in Algeria, to reconcile the European and Muslim communities, Albert Camus 

wrote his text for a civil truce in order to support the Algerian liberals. 

This speech was delivered in January 1956 in Algiers to call for reason and humanism, despite the threats received. 

Albert Camus did not support either colonialism or the terrorist violence of certain Algerian parties. However, the speech did 

not have the expected impact: the metropolitan press did not report the event, and the rise in violence continued in Algeria. 

Nb: Any resemblance to the current situation and of course pure chance. 

“We believe we are dying for our country; we die for the industrialists.” (Anatole France). 

“War is a racket.” “I spent 33 years of my life in the Marines playing Mr. Muscle for business, for Wall Street and the 

bankers. In short, I was the racketeer of capitalism” (Major-General Smedley D. BUTLER. US soldier among the most 

decorated in his country. He twice received the Congressional Medal of Honor, the highest military medal, an extremely rare 

occurrence ). At the time of his death, Butler was the most decorated Marine in United States history. By the end of his 

career, Butler had received sixteen medals, including five for heroism; he is the only Marine to have received the Brevet 

Medal as well as two Medals of Honor, all for separate actions. 

The Wall Street trilogy by Antony Sutton. 

Although he was a prolific author, Professor Sutton will be remembered for his great trilogy: Wall St. and the Bolshevik 

Revolution, Wall St. and Franklin D. Roosevelt, Wall St. and the Rise of Hitler. 

This trilogy describes the role of the Wall Street financial elite - in three important historical events of the 20th century: the 

1917 Lenin-Trotsky revolution in Russia, the election of Franklin D. Roosevelt in the United States and the seizure of power 

of Adolf Hitler in Germany in 1933. 
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